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Cues of intraguild predators affect the distribution of intraguild prey

Yasuyuki Choh · Tessa van der Hammen · Maurice W. Sabelis · Arne Janssen

Abstract Theory on intraguild (IG) predation predicts that coexistence of IG-predators and IG-prey is only possible for a limited set of parameter values, suggesting that IG-predation would not be common in nature. This is in conflict with the observation that IG-predation occurs in many natural systems. One possible explanation for this difference might be antipredator behaviour of the IG-prey, resulting in decreased strength of IG-predation. We studied the distribution of an IG-prey, the predatory mite Neoseiulus cucumeris (Acari: Phytoseiidae), in response to cues of its IG-predator, the predatory mite Iphiseius degenerans. Shortly after release, the majority of IG-prey was found on the patch without cues of IG-predators, suggesting that they can rapidly assess predation risk. IG-prey also avoided patches where conspecific juveniles had been killed by IG-predators. Because it is well known that antipredator behaviour in prey is affected by the diet of the predator, we also tested whether IG-prey change their distribution in response to the food of the IG-predators (pollen or conspecific juveniles), but found no evidence for this. The IG-prey laid fewer eggs on patches with cues of IG-predators than on patches without cues. Hence, IG-prey changed their distribution and oviposition in response to cues of IG-predators. This might weaken the strength of IG-predation, possibly providing more opportunities for IG-prey and IG-predators to co-exist.
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Introduction

Intraguild predation (IGP) is the killing and eating of prey species by a predator that can also utilise the resources of those prey (Polis et al. 1989). Hence, the predator and its prey are also potential competitors. IGP is a special case of omnivory, which is defined as feeding on resources at different trophic levels. Theory on IGP predicts possible coexistence of all three species, including the resource, only if the intermediate consumer (intraguild prey, IG-prey, hereafter) is superior to the other consumer (IG-predator) in competing for the shared resource (Holt and Polis 1997). Even then, the parameter space in which this coexistence can occur is limited to intermediate levels of productivity (Mylius et al. 2001). Hence, theory predicts that IGP would not be common in nature (Janssen et al. 2007), which contradicts empirical observations (Polis et al. 1989; Polis and Holt 1992; Holt and Polis 1997; Rosenheim et al. 1995; Polis and Winemiller 1996). This conflict between theory and empirical evidence might be due to the fact that theory so far did not take habitat structure and antipredator behaviour into account, and these factors may reduce the strength of IGP and thereby increase the parameter space allowing for coexistence (Heithaus 2001; Janssen et al. 2007). For example, prey may use habitat structure as a refuge,
resulting in the reduced rate of encounter between predator and prey (Persson and Eklov 1995). In addition to refuge use, habitat selection by the prey may also reduce the encounter rate between IG-predators and IG-prey.

It is well known that various species of IG-prey show antipredator behaviour in the presence of predators or predator-related cues (Faraji et al. 2000; Venzon et al. 2000; Persons and Rypstra 2001; Agarwala et al. 2003; Wilder and Rypstra 2004; Magalhães et al. 2005; Nakashima et al. 2006; Montserrat et al. 2007; Rypstra et al. 2007). For example, IG-prey may avoid odours of IG-predators, suggesting that they recognize IG-predators from a distance (Venzon et al. 2000; Magalhães et al. 2005). Faraji et al. (2000) showed that IG-prey avoid ovipositing near eggs of IG-predators and tend to displace eggs of IG-predators more frequently than conspecific eggs. If IG-prey avoid patches with IG-predators, this might reduce the strength of IGP, resulting in increased possibilities for coexistence of IG-prey and IG-predators. We therefore studied the distribution of IG-prey in response to the presence of (cues of) IG-predators.

We specifically assessed whether differences in perceived predation risk affect the distribution of IG-prey. We used two predatory mite species, *Iphiseius degenerans* and *Neoseiulus cucumeris*. The predatory mites have overlapping distributions in the Mediterranean area (De Moraes et al. 2004), both feed on pollen and thrips (van Rijn and Tanigoshi 1999), and are reciprocal IG-predators of each others’ juveniles. The per capita attack rate of adult *I. degenerans* on juvenile *N. cucumeris* is much higher than that of adult *N. cucumeris* on juvenile *I. degenerans* (Montserrat et al. 2006), suggesting that *I. degenerans* is a stronger IG-predator than *N. cucumeris*. Here, we consistently refer to *N. cucumeris* as “IG-prey” and *I. degenerans* as “IG-predator” to simplify the text and facilitate its interpretation. We examined the effect of the risk of IGP on the distribution of female adult IG-prey, focusing on the potential cues related to IGP.

**Materials and methods**

**Mite cultures and experimental conditions**

The origin of the strains of *I. degenerans* and *N. cucumeris* and the rearing methods are described by van Rijn and Tanigoshi (1999). *Iphiseius degenerans* was reared on large rectangular PVC arenas (35 × 20 cm) placed on top of a 4-cm-high foam pad in a larger water-containing plastic utility tray. To provide a water source for the mite colony, the edges of the arena were covered with wet tissue paper that touched the water barrier in the tray. For additional water sources, three strips of moist filter paper were placed across the arena at equal distances. Sewing threads served as oviposition substrates. The cultures were provided twice per week with birch pollen (*Betula pubescens* Ehrh.) as food (van Rijn and Tanigoshi 1999). *Neoseiulus cucumeris* was kept on smaller rectangular plastic arenas (8 × 15 cm). The edges of the arenas were also covered with tissue paper that was in contact with the water. They were fed *Typha* sp. pollen twice per week (van Rijn and Tanigoshi 1999).

All females used in the experiments were 10- to 14-days-old since egg deposition. Experiments were carried out in a climate room at 25 ± 1°C, 16:8 h L/D, and 60 ± 5 RH.

**Experimental set-up**

Two acrylic plates (15 × 8 cm) were used as patches for predatory mites. Black plastic sheets were placed on top of sponges in water-containing trays, and the acrylic plates were put on top of these plastic sheets. The sheets facilitated the detection of the light-coloured IG-prey. The edges of the plates were covered with tissue paper that was in contact with the water, thus serving both as barrier and water source. One acrylic plate (patch) was treated, the other was used as control. The two plates were interconnected with yellow plastic tape (2 cm length, 3 cm width), serving as a bridge, allowing the mites to cross from one patch to the other. Almost all mites were found on either of the patches. The mites on the bridge were assigned to the closest patch. Ample amounts of *Typha* sp. pollen were placed at the centre of each patch as a food source.

**Distribution of IG-prey between two patches**

To test effects of the risk of IGP on the distribution of IG-prey, we treated one of the two patches by providing them with cues left by IG-predators prior to the experiment: (1) 25 IG-predators that were not supplied with any food, hence that were starved during the treatment of the patch, (2) 25 IG-predators that were supplied with *Typha* sp. pollen, (3) 25 IG-predators and 50 juvenile IG-prey, (4) 2 IG-predators and 50 juvenile IG-prey, or (5) 50 juvenile IG-prey. The mites were introduced to these patches, which also contained a polyester thread (3 cm) as a site for oviposition. We expected that the mites left cues related to IG-predators and IGP, and kept the mites on the treated patches for 24 h. The mites and their eggs, as well as the thread, were removed from the patch 24 h after the introduction. Other predator cues, such as faeces, and dead juvenile IG-prey in case these were present, were left on the patch. Subsequently, an ample amount of pollen was placed in the centre of the patches except for treatment with IG-predators that had been supplied with pollen, because ample pollen was still present on the patch (treatment 2). In all cases, the
alternative patch was a patch that was not exposed to predators, containing the same amount of *Typha* sp. pollen as the predator-exposed patch. After one of the two patches was treated as described above, it was connected to a clean patch with yellow plastic tape, serving as a bridge, and 150 adult female IG-prey were placed on the bridge and their distribution was observed for the next 48 h. As we released the same number of IG-prey in all experiments, we were able to test how previous exposure of a patch to differential predation risk affects the distribution of prey. If only the availability of food would determine this distribution and not cues of predators, the mites were expected to distribute themselves equally over both patches. As a further test for this, IG-prey were offered two clean patches with *Typha* sp. pollen.

In treatment 1, the effect of the previous presence of IG-predators on the distribution of IG-prey was examined. We tested whether the previous diet of IG-predators that were used to treat the patch affected the distribution of IG-prey by comparing the treatments 1, 2, and 3. To test whether differences in the risk of IGP affected the distribution of IG-prey, we prepared patches that had contained a higher density (treatment 3) or a lower density (treatment 4) of IG-predators. In treatment 5, we examined whether IG-prey preferred a patch with juvenile conspecifics to a clean patch. This is the control experiments for treatments 3 and 4. IG-prey crossed the bridge between patches on average 13.2 ± 0.57 times in 48 h, showing that the mites could easily cross the bridge and hence freely move between the two patches (van der Hammen et al., in preparation).

To avoid disturbing the mites, they were not counted under a binocular microscope, but the entire patches were photographed after 10 min and 2, 4, 6, 24, 26, 28, 30, 48 h (Sony Cyber-shot DSC-W15, 5.1 Mega pixels, Japan). The numbers of mites on each patch were counted from the photographs (van der Hammen et al., in preparation). As it took some time (10 min) to take a picture after introducing the mites on the patch, we refer to the distribution seen on the pictures as that at 10 min. The numbers of mites counted on the pictures were strongly correlated with the numbers counted using a dissecting microscope ($R^2 = 0.71$, $df = 58$, $P < 0.0001$, Pearson’s product–moment correlation). The number of IG-prey eggs on each patch was counted 48 h after the introduction under a microscope (magnification ×10). We repeated each treatment ten times (25 ± 1°C, 16:08 h L/D, and 60 ± 5 RH). Because it was impossible to do all experiments at the same time, we randomised the time at which they were performed, taking care that all treatments were performed during the same period. The position of the treated patch was changed between replicates to correct for potential asymmetries in the experimental set-up or environment.

**Statistical analysis**

Within each experiment, we first tested whether the distribution of the mites over the two patches changed with time using a linear mixed effects model (lme of the library nlme of R; R Development Core Team 2008), corrected for repeated measures and the arcsine square root transformed fraction of mites on the treated patch as dependent variable. As we found no effect of time on the distributions in a large majority of the treatments, we subsequently tested whether the mites were distributed randomly over the two patches at 10 min after the introduction. To this end, we compared the fraction of mites on the treated patch with an expected fraction of 0.5 using a t test, after having checked the fractions for normality both visually and with a Shapiro–Wilk normality test (Crawley 2007). The distribution of eggs within each treatment was tested using the same procedure. In addition, the distributions of adult mites at 10 min after the introduction, as well as the distributions of eggs at the end of the experiments, were compared among treatments with a generalized linear model with a quasibinomial error distribution to correct for overdispersion, followed by a posteriori contrasts through model simplification (Crawley 2007; R Development Core Team 2008).

**Results**

The distribution of adult female IG-prey changed over time in only two of the six treatments; the treatment with cues of 25 starved IG-predators (lme, $F_{1,79} = 7.10$, $P = 0.0093$; Fig. 1) and the treatment with cues of 25 IG-predators in the presence of pollen (lme, $F_{1,79} = 9.15$, $P = 0.0034$; Fig. 1). In these two treatments, the initial distribution was more strongly skewed than the final distribution. This was possibly caused by waning of the cues left by the IG predators with time. We therefore decided to compare the distributions of IG-prey between two patches, soon after the introduction of IG-prey (10 min).

The initial distributions of IG-prey differed significantly among treatments (Fig. 2; GLM, $F_{5,54} = 4.2$, $P = 0.0027$). Without any predator cues (control), adult female IG-prey were distributed evenly over the two patches (Figs. 1 and 2). With cues left by 25 starved or fed IG-predators, a larger fraction of IG-prey was found on the untreated patches than on the treated patches (Figs. 1 and 2). Moreover, the proportions of IG-prey on the patches that had contained 25 IG-predators in the three treatments were significantly lower than that on a patch in the control treatment, irrespective of the presence of 50 juvenile IG-prey (Fig. 2). A smaller fraction of IG-prey was also found on the patch with cues from 25 IG-predators plus 50 conspecific juveniles (Figs. 1 and 2). With 2 IG-predators plus 50 juvenile
IG-prey, no such effect was observed (Figs. 1 and 2). The proportions of IG-prey on the patches treated with 25 IG-predators plus 50 conspecific juveniles differed significantly from that on the patches with cues of 2 IG-predators plus 50 conspecific juveniles (Fig. 2). This is likely due to the lower concentration of cues associated with two rather than 25 IG-predators. Likewise, no surviving juvenile IG-prey were found in the treatment with 25 IG-predators, but on average 5.0 ± 0.54 (mean ± SE) surviving juveniles were found in the treatment with 2 IG-predators. The presence of only 50 juvenile IG-prey, without IG-predators, did not have an effect on the distribution of IG-prey (Figs. 1, 2).

There was a significant effect of treatment on the distribution of eggs of the IG-prey (Fig. 3a; GLM, $F_{5,54} = 3.38$, $P = 0.01$). The distribution of eggs differed significantly
among the treatments with and without cues from IG-predators (GLM, $F_{1,59} = 12.2$, $P = 0.0009$; Fig. 3a). A larger proportion of eggs of IG-prey was found on the untreated patch than the treated patch in three treatments (Fig. 3a); the treatment with cues from 25 IG-predators ($t$ test, $t_9 = 3.97$, $P = 0.003$), the treatment with cues from 25 IG-predators with pollen ($t_9 = 3.53$, $P = 0.006$), and the treatment with cues from 25 IG-predators plus 50 IG-prey juveniles ($t_9 = 2.46$, $P = 0.036$). Furthermore, there was a significant effect of treatment on the total number of eggs produced (hence, on both patches together) (Fig. 3b; $F_{5,54} = 6.74$, $P < 0.0001$).

**Discussion**

The distribution of IG-prey over two patches did not significantly change with time following the introduction in most treatments on the two-patch systems. Moreover, the IG-prey clearly settled less on patches with cues of the IG-predator. These findings suggest that IG-prey can perceive patch quality quickly, using cues related to IG-predators to avoid patches with an increased risk of IGP. Much theory on searching and distributions of foragers assumes that animals have perfect knowledge of their environment (Fretwell and Lucas 1970; Fretwell 1972), but there is also general agreement that this assumption is unrealistic. Our findings show that foraging animals can use cues to rapidly assess patch quality, which may bring them close to behaving as omniscient foragers at the spatial scale studied in our experiments (Janssen et al. 1997). We do not know how exactly the IG-prey were able to quickly assess patch quality. Cues of IG-predators were present on the entire treated patches, so IG-prey could possibly perceive cues upon entering the patch. Because they can quickly move from one patch to the other (van der Hammen et al., in preparation), this would allow the mites to rapidly settle on a patch without cues associated with predators. Alternatively, some of the cues may have been volatile, allowing the mites to assess patch quality from a distance (Magalhães et al. 2005), which would also result in the mites reaching their final distributions rapidly. Further studies are needed to clarify the nature of the cues (e.g., volatile or not).

Several studies have reported that prey avoid areas with higher predation risk (Stephens and Krebs 1986; Lima and Dill 1990; Lima 1998; Sih 1998, Magalhães et al. 2005). IG-prey may use faeces of IG-predators (Agarwala et al. 2003) and semiochemicals in trails of IG-predators (Persons and Rybstra 2001; Nakashima et al. 2006) as cues for avoidance of IGP. Although the distribution of IG-prey changed over time only when cues of IG-predators were present on the treated patch (Fig. 1), the distribution did not change over time when there were cues from both IG-predators and juvenile IG-prey on the treated patch (Fig. 1). This suggests that cues of IG-predators on the treated patch might fade away faster than cues associated with dead conspecific juveniles, or that the latter cues induce a more persistent antipredator response in the adult IG-prey.

In this study, more IG-prey were found on clean patches than on patches with cues of IG-predators. It is known that the previous diet of IG-predators can affect antipredator behavior in IG-prey (Venzon et al. 2000; Magalhães et al. 2005). However, the distribution of IG-prey did not change with the previous diet of the IG-predators (Fig. 2). Furthermore, there were significant differences in the distribution with cues of 25 IG-predators and with cues of 2 IG-predators or no IG-predators (Fig. 2). This suggests that the response of IG-prey depends, at least to some extent, on the concentration of IG-predator cues. Interestingly, it seems that the cues of intraguild predation did not induce strong antipredator behavior compared to the cues of IG-predators.

We found that adult female IG-prey oviposited more in the absence of cues of IG-predators than on patches with such cues (Fig. 3a). Although there were no significant differences in the oviposition on the treated and untreated patches when there were cues from both 2 IG-predators and 50 conspecific juveniles on the treated patch (Fig. 3a), there was also a tendency to lay more eggs on the cue-free patches in this treatment. Furthermore, the distribution pattern of eggs of IG-prey differed among treatments with and without IG-predators (Fig. 3a). Using the same species of predatory mites, Montserrat et al. (2007) reported that the IG-prey retain their eggs in the presence of IG-predators, but not when exposed to cues left by the predators. Because the IG-prey in our study could only perceive cues of the IG-predators, this suggests that IG-prey did not retain eggs but instead changed the oviposition pattern over two patches in response to cues of IG-predators.

As adult IG-prey are not fed upon by adult IG-predators, the adult IG-prey might change the distribution between two patches to avoid laying eggs near IG-predators and thus to reduce predation risk for their offspring. In addition to the risk of IGP, the lower numbers of IG-prey on patches with cues of IG-predators might be explained by avoidance of competition for food. The total number of eggs of IG-prey was lowest when offered a treated patch with cues of 50 conspecific juveniles (Fig. 3b), suggesting that IG-prey might reduce oviposition in the presence of cues of conspecifics to reduce competition. These explanations are not mutually exclusive.

The theory on IGP predicts that IG-prey and IG-predators can coexist when the IG-prey is superior at exploitative competition for the shared resource, whereas the IG-predator compensates for this lack of competitiveness by
consuming the IG-prey (Holt and Polis 1997). Recently, a theoretical (HilleRisLambers and Dieckmann 2003) and experimental paper (Montserrat et al. 2008) showed that the possibilities for coexistence of IG-predators and IG-prey involved in reciprocal intraguild predation are even more restricted that in systems with simple IGP. Instead, the predator that settles first can prevent the other predator species from invading (priority effect). Here, we show that the IG-prey avoid patches that had previously been exposed to the IG-predators, resulting in reduced oviposition on the patch (van der Hammen et al., in preparation). The distribution of the IG-prey and their eggs will be an important factor determining the initial conditions of populations of the IG-prey. Furthermore, the IG-predator is reported to oviposit more frequently near conspecific eggs than near eggs of the IG-prey (Faraji et al. 2000). The patterns of distribution of adults and eggs may therefore arise from a tendency to reduce intraguild interactions and this may increase opportunities for the coexistence of intraguild predators and prey in nature.
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